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Résumé
How different TCR- peptide/MHC binding events are processed by the lymphocytes cellular signalling machinery remains a
critically important question for both the development and the functioning of the adaptive immune response. Along these
lines, the role of the cytoskeletal architecture of the T cell in the activation properties of those cells remains to be clearly
established: it allows the T cells to exert forces on the APC, down to single molecule scale, and those forces have been
proposed to be a key determinant for the capacity of the T cell to selectively and finely recognize foreign peptide and activate.
Our team is investigating how micromechanical properties of T cells (such as adhesion, elasticity, membrane tension) are
influenced / influencing the phenomenon of activation, using advanced biophysical techniques based on force application /
measurement simultaneous to observation of activation reporters (such as Ca++ sensitive dyes), allowing to measure eg. cell
elasticity and adhesion while signalling is occuring. In this context, the way T cell micromechanical microenvironment
crucially affects the capacity of T cell to answer to a controlled and defined cue is analyzed, by graduated complexification
of this microenvironment (cell / functionnal substrate, cell / APC, APC/ cell / APC) and / or perturbating it (using lipid
modification of membranes, drugs against cytoskeleton components, antibodies against receptors, various APC cell types) in
original ways.
The master student will be readily included in studies and developments using the avalaible tools and others topics in the
team, around the thematics of cell micromechanical properties and transmission / integration of information through the cell's
membrane, leading to modification of cell function and behaviour. We will in particular focus on how these tools can provide
a very detailled view of the linkage of surface proteins to the cell’s cytoskeleton in the context of T cell activation.
This topic built in collaboration with Y. Hamon (Centre d'Immunologie de Marseille Luminy) provides a unique approach to
the interface of physics and biology in a young, highly cohesive and multidisciplinary environment (physicists, biologists and
physicians) around a theme with strong applications in human health.
Avalaible techniques@LAI
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) coupled to fluorescence microscopy, Optical Tweezers coupled with fluorescence
microscopy, Micromanipulations / Biomembrane Force Probe (BFP), Fluorescence and TIRF microscopies, interference
microscopy (RICM), Image processing, Micropatterning, human and murine cell cultures.
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